
Theoretical Analysis

Background

Proposed Method: Meta-Interpolation

Motivation
l Most of existing Meta-Learning methods requires a large 

amount of meta-training tasks.
l Data augmentations require domain-specific knowledge 

to design task augmentations.
l Manifold Mixup is not effective for non-image domain.
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l Given a predictive model, 𝑓*,+, we want to estimate the 
parameters such that it generalizes to unseen query set 

𝒟∗
) using a support set 𝒟∗%

l We focus on few-task meta-learning problem, where 𝑇
is small.

Metric-based Meta-Learning
l We focus on metric-based meta-learning, Prototypical 

Network.

Task Interpolation

l We sample two tasks 𝒯!# = 𝒟!#
% , 𝒟!#

) , 𝒯!$ = 𝒟!$
% , 𝒟!$

) , we 

interpolate the two tasks with Set Transformer, 𝜑+: ℝ-×/ → ℝ/.

l For support set, we sample two permutations 𝜎!#, 𝜎!$ on 𝐾 and 

pair two instances from class 𝝈𝒕𝟏(𝒌) and 𝝈𝒕𝟐(𝒌), and interpolate 

their hidden representations with 𝜑+ for each k ∈ [𝐾].

l With the interpolated support set, we get class prototype �̂�1.

l For query set, we do not interpolate them. Instead, we measure a 

distance between the 𝑥!#,'
) with 𝑦!#,'

) = 𝜎!#(𝑘) and the interpolated 

prototype �̂�1
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Contributions
l We propose Meta-Interpolation, utilizing set function 

to interpolate two tasks for augmentation.
l We theoretically analyze our model and show that it 

regularizes the meta-learner for better generalization.
l Meta-Interpolation significantly improves the

performance of Prototypical Network on various 
domains for few-task meta-learning problem.

Bilevel Optimization
l We consider the parameter of Set Transformer 𝜆 as 

hyperparameter. 
l We use Implicit Function Theorem (Lorraine et al., 2020) to solve 

the bilevel optimization problem.

Experimental Results

Implicit Regularization by Task Interpolation
l The loss with task interpolation is approximation of the 

original loss with regularization. 
l In simple logistic regression, task interpolation induces 

data-dependent regularization, which reduces 
Rademachar complexity.


